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Death Knight; Demon Hunter; Druid; Hunter; Mage; Monk; Paladin; Priest; Rogue; Shaman;
Warlock; Warrior; Concept of a Class A class is your defining feature as a. Runes of Magic,
a free to play MMORPG, offers players to the ability to dual class. If you want to tank when
you feel like it or be a healer or even a dps class then. Curse provides Runes of Magic Addon support with the Curse client! Be sure to check it out here. 149 users are browsing the
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Mar 29, 2015. Runes of Magic is a game about doing the most amount of damage possible
in a. Overall Champion was designed to be a tank like Knight but a DPS like. This combo is
often played as a DPS, but a Tank build is also possible.. . While Mage /Rogue may be good
for PvP, it is mediocre at best for PvE. maybe some hints to build/play the combi? and 2 is it
stronger then w/r? i have war/ch/r atm but i like both playstyles and i was wondering which .
Forum Home Runes of Magic Best seccondary class for a rogue???. A bit more supportive
build?. I've settled in the end with a Rogue/ Warrior, 35/31 at the moment.. . You like
damage, try warrior, you like PVP try Priest.
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